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The world ended once. She won't let it happen again.Eight years ago, the world as we know it
ended. Now, the last US Government stronghold has sent a military recon-team from Camp
David to the bombed out city of Seattle, but the mission turns deadly when a horde of
horrifying, mutant creatures are released onto the streets. Oliver Marcus and Trisha Pike, the
only survivors of their nine-man team, are rescued by a group of scavengers led by their
superhuman leader, River Kingston.Driven by the need to find her lost husband, River is drawn
in by Mycroft, the invisible puppet master behind New Texas, who promises her answers in
exchange for favors. But as the world continues to warp and change around her, River
becomes more and more wrapped up in the secrets and lies of post-apocalyptic politics that
will ultimately determine the difference between life and death for the people she promised to
protect.Because even with humanity dangling by a thread, people still like to have power. And
they still like to abuse it.Don't miss this harrowing Post-Apocalyptic survival series that will
leave you on the edge of your seat. It's perfect for fans of World War Z, Fallout, and
Mockingjay. Grab your copy today!
The movement may have introduced affluent Americans to the pleasure of French cuisine
years before Julia Child, but it was Julia’s lessons that expanded the audience for gourmet
dining and turned lovers of French cuisine into cooks.
The Franklin Academy is the most prestigious magick school in the US, with the highest
admission standards, and tuition to match. Any student would be honored to go at all, much
less get a scholarship. Not Chance Fortunato. He'd much rather stay at home and study under
his mentor, Dr. Corwin. But when a student is attacked and his soul is ripped from his body,
Chance knows he has to stay. Not only must he prove his innocence, but he is the only person
in the state who has experience fighting the ancient blood magick that is being twisted to a new
and terrible purpose. The stakes have never been higher, and Chance has never faced odds
like these before. Stripped of his usual network of friends and allies, can he stop the attacks
before they strike too close to home? Or will he be the next victim of a dark and terrible
sorcery?
Being a normal teenager is hard. For Chance Fortunato, former demon's apprentice and
reforming warlock, it's almost impossible. On the outs with Shade, his alpha werewolf girlfriend,
behind on his magickal studies and still hunted by the Conclave, Chance thinks his life can't
get any worse. But when an empath named Dani asks him to find her missing girlfriend,
Chance's life suddenly spirals out of his control. Caught by the Conclave, he finds himself
facing a Trial by Ordeal. To save himself and his new mentor Dr. Corwyn, Chance must find
the stolen Maxilla Asini, a powerful sword that can change the balance of power between the
magi and the forces of the Nine Hells. As he searches for the Maxilla and continues his search
for the missing girl, he discovers a sinister link between Dani's abducted girlfriend, the
disappearances of other teens in New Essex, and the politics of the local vampire coven.
Caught between multiple forces, Chance soon discovers that his only hope may be the missing
Maxilla. With the forces of both good and evil aligned against him, will a bad attitude, the help
of his friends and a little faith be enough to help Chance beat the biggest challenge of his life?
American historians and anyone interested in the history of labor or Las Vegas will find this
account highly original, insightful, and even-handed.
French Booksellers and Printers and the Provincial Book Trade during the Renaissance -Booksellers and Printers in Provincial France -- A Diverse Group -- Women in the Provincial
Book Trade -- Commercial Relationships -- Fictitious Printers and Bookseller -- A Guide to the
Dictionary -- The Source -- Table of Abbreviations and Bibliography -- Booksellers, Printers,
and Bookbinders of Provincial France, 1470-1600 -- Index of Booksellers and Printers Falsely
Indicated as Being Active in Provincial France during the Sixteenth Century -- Index of Family
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Trees -- Index Cognominum -- Index of Women Booksellers and Printers Active Independently
-- Index of Women Named as Having Married Male Booksellers and Printers -- Index of
Illustrations.
This peer-reviewed World Literature I anthology includes introductory text and images before
each series of readings. Sections of the text are divided by time period in three parts: the
Ancient World, Middle Ages and Renaissance, and then divided into chapters by location.
World Literature I and the Compact Anthology of World Literature are similar in format and both
intended for World Literature I courses, but these two texts are developed around different
curricula.
The exciting second book in a Post-Apocalyptic survival series that will leave you on the edge
of your seat. It's perfect for fans of World War Z, Fallout, and Mockingjay. Coming Q2 2021!

In Killing Hope, William Blum, author of the bestselling Rogue State: A Guide to
the World's Only Superpower, provides a devastating and comprehensive
account of America's covert and overt military actions in the world, all the way
from China in the 1940s to the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and - in this updated
edition - beyond. Is the United States, as it likes to claim, a global force for
democracy? Killing Hope shows the answer to this question to be a resounding
'no'.
The T Shirt Printing and Promotional Clothing Buyers Guide explains the
imprinting processes for custom T shirts and promotional apparel. It offers tips
which help buyers save money and get orders on time. Additional information on
Made in the USA, union and eco friendly items is also included.
This black and white (B&W) Edition of Tropiline Bajan Design (USA Design
Patent Des 328198 S) was designed to be of special value to students, artists,
and academics. It is about the best modern product design ever to come out of
an emerging market and is a major advance in international modern art with
cultural, personal, and regional influences all synthesized to produce a
masterpiece. It is a single line drawn in space as the essence of the design, like
Malevich's rotated linear squares, Saarinen's St. Louis Arch, and Brancusi's Bird
in Space!“Even less is even more” permeates the philosophy, which is an
amazing chronology of the creative process, the struggles of innovative artists,
perseverance and determination (as the design moves around the world from
Barbados, to Denmark, to China); with a challenge to all emerging markets (and
communities) to move forward modern progressive principles in an age of
increasing globalization and international cooperation. The B&W version has a
chiaroscuro that is very powerful allowing the brilliant modern forms throughout
the book to emerge purely.
Jennifer C. Vaught illustrates how architectural rhetoric in Shakespeare and
Spenser provides a bridge between the human body and mind and the
nonhuman world of stone and timber. The recurring figure of the body as a
besieged castle in Shakespeare’s drama and Spenser’s allegory reveals that
their works are mutually based on medieval architectural allegories exemplified
by the morality play The Castle of Perseverance. Intertextual and analogous
connections between the generically hybrid works of Shakespeare and Spenser
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demonstrate how they conceived of individuals not in isolation from the physical
environment but in profound relation to it. This book approaches the interlacing of
identity and place in terms of ecocriticism, posthumanism, cognitive theory, and
Cicero’s art of memory. Architectural Rhetoric in Shakespeare and Spenser
examines figures of the permeable body as a fortified, yet vulnerable structure in
Shakespeare’s comedies, histories, tragedies, romances, and Sonnets and in
Spenser’s Faerie Queene and Complaints.
Driving home from a bonfire party, eighteen-year-old John Hawk crashes, killing
his girlfriend, Riley. Bullied and tormented at school, and crushed by his guilty
conscience, John transfers to a school on the banks of the Mississippi River,
where he attracts the eye of the principal's daughter, Megan. Though he's
reluctant, she convinces him to be her prom date. The morning after prom,
Principal Jones reports Megan missing. Four days later, her body is recovered
from the river, and John becomes the prime suspect in her death. Charley
Cotton, Megan's best friend, knows that Megan had a secret, but she doesn't
trust John because of his past. John is desperate to avoid adding to the shame
he carries for Riley's death, though-it's destroying his life. With Charley's help, he
learns that others in Megan's life had a motive to keep her quiet. But every effort
they make to uncover the truth edges them closer to a desperate murderer with
everything to lose.
Publisher description
Uses newspaper accounts, letters, diaries, memoirs, medical literature, and oral
histories to examine the influenza outbreak in the United States in the early
twentieth century.
Cami Broussard has her future all figured out. She'll finish her senior year of high
school, then go to work full-time as an apprentice chef in her father's French
restaurant, alongside her boyfriend, Luke. But then twenty-year-old ex-Marine
Julian Wyatt comes to live with Cami's family while recovering from serious
injuries. And suddenly Cami finds herself questioning everything she thought she
wanted. Julian's all attitude, challenges and intense green-brown eyes. But
beneath that abrasive exterior is a man who just might be as lost as Cami's
starting to feel. And Cami can't stop thinking about him. Talking to him. Wanting
to kiss him. He's got her seriously stirred up. Her senior year has just gotten a lot
more complicated…. Contains mature content and some sexual situations. Suited
for readers 16 and up. "Fun, steamy, and leaves you hungry for more. Sabrina
Elkins nails the vulnerability of becoming an adult and the choices that come with
growing up." —Katie McGarry, author of Dare You To "Cami's slow burn for a
wounded hero will rivet readers. I seriously loved this book." —Jennifer Echols,
author of Dirty Little Secret
Volume Two of The Runelords Raj Ahtan, ruler of Indhopal, has used enough
forcibles to transform himself into the ultimate warrior: The Sum of All Men. Ahtan
seeks to bring all of humanity under his rule-destroying anything and anyone that
stood in his path, including many friends and allies of young Prince Gaborn Val
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Orden. But Gaborn has fulfilled a two-thousand-year-old prophecy, becoming the
Earth King-a mythic figure who can unleash the forces of the Earth itself. And
now the struggle continues. Gaborn has managed to drive off Raj Ahtan, but
Ahtan is far from defeated. Striking at far-flung cities and fortresses and killing
dedicates, Ahtan seeks to draw out the Earth King from his seat of power, to
crush him. But as they weaken each other's forces in battle, the armies of an
ancient and implacable inhuman enemy issue forth from the very bowels of the
Earth. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
River issues a 24 hour evacuation notice for Athens, but Emmett Brown is 12
hours away at the Long Lake Camp when the text comes in. While preparing for
the long ride home, Emmett is interrupted by the arrival of his old mentor, One-a
New Texas Knight and former Navy SEAL. But with the Knights implicated in
River's disappearance, Emmett has to determine whether One in an old friend or
a new enemy. In New Texas, River's MIA status threatens international stability,
leading Secretary of State Aiden Stone to join the military unit dispatched to the
old McChord AFB in Tacoma, WA. While there, he reveals a shocking discovery:
River Kingston might actually be Eryn Stone, Aidan's younger sister, who went
missing after the Camp Winslow massacre five years ago.Unfortunately, River's
village isn't the only settlement remaining in the Seattle-Tacoma area; Whidbey
Island is still around, and they don't take kindly to trespassers.The heart-stopping
finale in the Stone World Saga is here. It's perfect for fans of World War Z,
Fallout, and Mockingjay.
At fifteen, Chance Fortunato has seen more evil than most people ever will.
Indentured by his father to the demon count Dulka, he's been taught dark magick
and forced to do his Infernal master's dirty work for eight years. But now Chance
has figured out a way to defeat his master and free himself. His new life with his
mother and sister is far from easy, and freedom has its own perils. Normal life is
hard enough, but even in a mundane looking high school, there are paranormal
threats from both sides of the mystical fence. When his new mentor is murdered,
Chance knows he is the only one who can track the killer down. To bring his
mentor's killer to justice, Chance will have to fight evil on its own terms, and
discover if that makes him a hero...or a monster.
Prom KnightCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
A prescient warning of a future we now inhabit, where fake news stories and
Internet conspiracy theories play to a disaffected American populace “A glorious
book . . . A spirited defense of science . . . From the first page to the last, this
book is a manifesto for clear thought.”—Los Angeles Times How can we make
intelligent decisions about our increasingly technology-driven lives if we don’t
understand the difference between the myths of pseudoscience and the testable
hypotheses of science? Pulitzer Prize-winning author and distinguished
astronomer Carl Sagan argues that scientific thinking is critical not only to the
pursuit of truth but to the very well-being of our democratic institutions. Casting a
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wide net through history and culture, Sagan examines and authoritatively
debunks such celebrated fallacies of the past as witchcraft, faith healing,
demons, and UFOs. And yet, disturbingly, in today's so-called information age,
pseudoscience is burgeoning with stories of alien abduction, channeling past
lives, and communal hallucinations commanding growing attention and respect.
As Sagan demonstrates with lucid eloquence, the siren song of unreason is not
just a cultural wrong turn but a dangerous plunge into darkness that threatens our
most basic freedoms. Praise for The Demon-Haunted World “Powerful . . . A
stirring defense of informed rationality. . . Rich in surprising information and
beautiful writing.”—The Washington Post Book World “Compelling.”—USA Today
“A clear vision of what good science means and why it makes a difference. . . . A
testimonial to the power of science and a warning of the dangers of unrestrained
credulity.”—The Sciences “Passionate.”—San Francisco Examiner-Chronicle
Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live? Would you like to know more
about every piece of knowledge ever? Do you have cash? Then congratulations,
because just in time for the death of the print industry as we know it comes the
final book ever published, and the only one you will ever need: The Onion's
compendium of all things known. Replete with an astonishing assemblage of
facts, illustrations, maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees to edify even
the most simple-minded book-buyer, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN
KNOWLEDGE is packed with valuable information-such as the life stages of an
Aunt; places to kill one's self in Utica, New York; and the dimensions of a female
bucket, or "pail." With hundreds of entries for all 27 letters of the alphabet, THE
ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE must be purchased immediately to
avoid the sting of eternal ignorance.
The first in a new series by bestselling author Garrett Robinson. At the age of six,
Ebon Drayden discovered he was an alchemist--a wizard who can transform
matter with a simple touch. But his father forbade him to use his magic, and kept
him from attending the Academy where he could learn to use it. Just before his
seventeenth birthday, Ebon's aunt intervenes on his behalf and enrolls him in the
Academy. Now at last he has the chance to use the magic he has so desperately
yearned to control--yet the learning comes hard, for he has wasted more than
half his life squandering his gift. To make matters worse, the darkness of his
family name plagues him. The other students are terrified. Teachers regard him
with suspicion. And before long, his family begins to draw him into their schemes
that span all the nine kingdoms of Underrealm. A dark plot is brewing upon the
High King's Seat, and slowly Ebon finds himself being drawn into it. If he is to
learn to become an alchemist--indeed, if he is to survive at all--he must cast off
his family's black legacy, and become the wizard he was always meant to be.
The Academy Journals is a new series set in the world of Underrealm, and a
companion series to the Nightblade Epic, hailed as one of the best new sword
and sorcery series in years. Your journey begins here. JOIN TENS OF
THOUSANDS OF READERS ON AN EPIC ADVENTURE.
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Kinder- und Hausmarchen is a collection of German fairy tales first published in
1812 by the Grimm brothers, Jacob and Wilhelm. The tales have formed the
basis for children's tales in the Western world ever since. This volume presents
several of the most popular tales, including Cinderella and Snow White, in the
original German side by side with classic English translations."
BONUS BOOK INCLUDED INSIDE “ WARNING: Mature Readers Only - This
Book Contains Taboo Adult Content. Being a teacher is not an easy job! Being a
supply teacher can be much harder. However, two days work at the end of the
school year sounds like a pretty easy way to earn a little extra money before the
summer holidays. Jason might even have enough to take the traveling vacation
he has been planning for years.However, day one throws up a big curve ball; one
of the students in his class gets his attention. She might not be the typical beauty
but she stirs something in him, a deep seated lust and a desire to do things to her
that no teacher should consider with his student.Perhaps the thoughts would
have stayed in his head, but a chance encounter in the car park and the briefest
of touches sends his head into a spin. Jason helps her out in her time of need
and then crosses the line. Can he make it back, does he even want to? Ready for
an adventure? Secure Your Copy Today!
In a story set within the smoldering forges of the Cauldron, Rhapsody uses her
singing talents and the help of Achmed the Snake and his friend Grunther to
reach Sagia, the great tree that enables them to journey 1400 years into the
future.
Based on previously unexamined historical documents found in archives in
Belgium, England, Israel, the Netherlands, and the United States, this book is the
first in English to tell the story of the formation of one of the world's main
strongholds of diamond production and trade in Palestine during the 1930s and
1940s. The history of the diamond-cutting industry, characterized by a longstanding Jewish presence, is discussed as a social history embedded in the
international political economy of its times; the genesis of the industry in
Palestine is placed on a broad continuum within the geographic and economic
dislocations of Dutch, Belgian, and German diamond-cutting centers. In providing
a micro-historical and interdisciplinary perspective, the story of the diamond
industry in Mandate Palestine proposes a more nuanced picture of the uncritical
approach to the strict boundaries of ethnic-based occupational communities.
Apprentice mage Chance Fortunato just can't catch a break. His training has
gotten even harder, and his mentor Dr. Corwin is pushing him to take his mage
trials early. Still, it beats his old gig working for a demon. But life takes a turn for
the worse when a member of his girlfriend Shade's werewolf pack is killed by a
member of a rogue pack. Adding insult to grief, the pack is forced to let the
Conclave send an observer to monitor their investigation.When the Conclave
allows Jacob Kain, an Alpha from the Boston clans to act in their stead, though,
things become even more complicated, as Kain has an agenda of his own. As
Chance and Shade fight to keep Kain from taking over, a new enemy arrives with
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a very personal connection to Chance. Even if he can survive this deadly
combination of forces, can he survive the plans of another, hidden enemy from
his past? The only thing that is certain that before it's all over, everyone's true
colors will show.
Chance Fortunato may be away at boarding school, but the bad guys haven't
gone anywhere, and they certainly haven't changed their ways. It falls to
Chance's friends to pick up the slack. In Mage Enough, Lucas is confronted with
the consequences of helping Chance during an earlier adventure and must delve
into the vampire subculture of New Essex in order to find a missing priest. As he
uncovers another, greater threat, he also discovers that he's capable of far more
than he ever thought possible. In Freedom, Shade learns that there is much more
to the world behind the Veil than she ever suspected. When Lucas shows up
needing her help for a newfound friend, she's more than willing to assist. But they
quickly discover that he's taken something that the vampires will go to any
lengths to get back. In trying to keep those around her safe, she will discover
what it truly means to live free, and how far she'll go to safeguard that right. In
Those Who Can, Dr. Corwyn discovers how far the conspiracy Lucas and Shade
have uncovered goes, and how much the Conclave doesn't know. Drafted back
into a role he had given up years ago, he must figure out how the Sentinels have
changed over the years, and if he can do the job now. As he struggles to find his
way in his old/new role, he finds an even bigger conspiracy and the hint of
something familiar.
“The evil that men do” has been chronicled for thousands of years on the
European stage, and perhaps nowhere else is human fear of our own evil more
detailed than in its personifications in theater. In Stages of Evil, Robert Lima
explores the sociohistorical implications of Christian and pagan representations
of evil and the theatrical creativity that occultism has engendered. By examining
examples of alchemy, astronomy, demonology, exorcism, fairies, vampires,
witchcraft, hauntings, and voodoo in prominent plays, Stages of Evil explores
American and European perceptions of occultism from medieval times to the
modern age.
Cally was like any other teenage girl; she was smart, funny, caring, and beautiful.
She loved going shopping with her mother, Kate, as well as beating her dad, Bill,
at a game of basketball. Sure, she had her fair share of problems, like peer
pressure and the occasional arguments with her parents--which usually led to
being grounded. However, none of this could ever prepare her for the ultimate
problem, an abusive boyfriend. Cally had been with her boyfriend, Ryan, for
exactly one year. Nine months of that year was absolutely wonderful. They did
everything together and were very much in love. However, the last three months
were a pure and living hell for Cally. Ryan had started drinking very heavily and
had become mentally and physically abusive. The abuse was terrible for Cally; in
only three months Ryan had busted her lip and had put bruises all over Cally's
body. The abuse was getting worse by the day and Cally knew that she had to
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end the relationship soon. Cally still cared for Ryan, despite his cruel and abusive
ways, but she knew that he was not going to change; he was too far gone. Cally
had planned to break up with him on prom night, but as a fatal turn of events
unfolds, Cally discovers that it's not so easy to escape from Ryan's grip.
In Marilyn Brant's smart, wildly inventive debut, one woman in search of herself
receives advice from the ultimate expert in matters of the heart. . . It begins one
day in sophomore English class, just as Ellie Barnett's teacher is assigning Jane
Austen's Pride and Prejudice. From nowhere comes a quiet "tsk" of displeasure.
The target: Sam Blaine, the cute bad boy who's teasing Ellie mercilessly, just as
he has since kindergarten. Entirely unbidden, as Jane might say, the author's
ghost has taken up residence in Ellie's mind, and seems determined to stay
there. Jane's wise and witty advice guides Ellie through the hell of adolescence
and beyond, serving as the voice she trusts, usually far more than her own.
Years and boyfriends come and go--sometimes a little too quickly, sometimes not
nearly fast enough. But Jane's counsel is constant, and on the subject of Sam,
quite insistent. Stay away, Jane demands. He is your Mr. Wickham. Still,
everyone has something to learn about love--perhaps even Jane herself. And
lately, the voice in Ellie's head is being drowned out by another, urging her to
look beyond everything she thought she knew and seek out her very own, very
unexpected, happy ending. . . "A warm, witty and charmingly original story."
--Susan Wiggs, New York Times bestselling author "An engaging read for all who
have been through the long, dark, dating wars, and still believe there's sunshine,
and a Mr. Darcy, at the end of the tunnel." --Cathy Lamb, author of Henry's
Sisters "This is a must-read for Austen lovers as well as for all who believe in the
possibility of a happily-ever-after ending." --Holly Chamberlin, author of One
Week In December
It's been months since Megan got the best of Louie, which means that the first day of
school should go perfectly. Except that a fairy has suddenly decided to become
Megan's bodyguard, a small dragon appears in her school, and the new guy, Bryce,
knows a little too much about her. It wouldn't be so bad if her luck would just behave
like it should so she could fit in at school. And Megan's final hopes for a normal life are
dashed when she finds out that Louie isn't gone and that he's sending creatures after
her. His biggest mistake, though, is taking what Megan cares about the most, and now
he's going to pay.
The Tracker pursues mystical documents said to conjure demons while hunting for a
monstrous killer in this medieval mystery with “an appealing noirish air” (Booklist).
Since losing his knighthood, Crispin Guest has reinvented himself as an investigator for
hire known as the Tracker. But his reputation will once again be put to the test with his
latest case. Jacob of Provençal, a Jewish physician at the king’s court, is missing a set
of documents that he claims contain the power to bring forth a dangerous demon.
Meanwhile, it seems a monster has already been unleashed on the city. Vulnerable
street children are being abducted and murdered, their mutilated bodies the only clues
left behind. With the help of his orphaned servant, Jack, it is up to Crispin to unravel the
grim tangle of mystery and murder. This third installment of the Crispin Guest Medieval
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mysteries was nominated for a Romantic Times Award and was a finalist for the
Macavity Award.
The first book of the saga of The Runelords Young Prince Gaborn Val Orden of
Mystarria is traveling in disguise on a journey to ask for the hand of the lovely Princess
Iome of Sylvarresta. Armed with his gifts of strength and perception, Prince Gaborn and
his warrior bodyguard stop in a local tavern along the way. Immediately, they spot a
pair of assassins who have their sights set on Princess Iome's father. As the prince and
his bodyguard race to warn the king of this impending danger, they realize that more
than the royal family is at risk, the very fate of the Earth is in jeopardy. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Apprentice mage Chance Fortunato has faced off with a lot of nasty things. Power
hungry vampires, abusive alpha werewolves, and deranged cultists. But none of his
training under his mentor Dr. Corwin has prepared him for the trial he is about to face:
Junior Prom.While investigating an occult group, Chance discovers something truly
sinister: an event known as the Rending will fall on the night of prom, and every circle of
demon-worshippers in New Essex is looking for one girl: The Half-Caste Chylde. Some
want to capture her, others want to kill her, for her blood is the key to controlling
Mammon's Horde and collecting on the true purpose of the Rending: to break a
demonic contract without giving up what was bargained for or losing one's soul. As if
things weren't bad enough, Chance learns that if the Horde is not controlled by the
blood of the Half-Caste Chylde, it will break free to fulfill a plan of its own, to slaughter
one hundred innocents as a sacrifice to release Mammon, the original ruler of
Hell.Caught between two terrible choices, Chance's job is made all the more difficult as
the past begins to catch up to his mentor and himself. Old debts come due, forgotten
wounds are reopened, and alliances shift in unexpected directions as Chance fights to
save both his classmates and the Half-Caste Chylde, whoever she is. With the truth
closer than he realizes, can Chance do the impossible, save the day and survive taking
up the mantle of Prom Knight?
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